
Artist Profile – Odili Donald Odita  
 
b. 1966 Enugu, Nigeria; lives and works in Philadelphia, PA  
 
 A year after Odita was born his family was forced to flee Nigeria to avoid the Biafran 
war, this resulted in his family relocating to Columbus, Ohio. Odita began drawing at just five 
years old, recreating drawings from superhero books. Odita attended Ohio State University 
where he received his BFA in 1988 and later attended Bennington College where he received 
his MFA in 1990. Along with being a painter Odita has also been a critic, an associate professor, 
and a consulting editor. In 1998 Odita earned an ART/OMI, International Artist Residency, as 
well as received the Penny McCall Foundation Grant, the Joan Mitchell Foundation Grant, and 
the Louis Comfort Tiffany Grant.  
 Odita creates large-scale, abstract paintings that explore the human condition through 
pattern, structure, and design, as well as the possibility of triggering memory. He uses 
interlocking geometric shapes and contrasting hues to raise questions about current issues. 
Themes brought up in Odita’s works include race, society, and culture. The vibrant colors Odita 
uses in his paintings reflect his personal experience with his local and global travels, and he 
hand mixes and coordinates them as he progresses with a piece. 

Because he hand mixes his paints as he goes, he cannot make a color twice, it can 
appear to be the same but never is. This is important to Odita because it highlights the 
specificity of differences that exist in the world. Odita’s goal is to show a way to weave together 
different parts, different cultures, into an existent whole where the notion of common 
humanity can be understood as real. He wants to show that it is possible to have fusion of 
cultures and the ability to function and live in a world of difference and disparity.  
 Odita’s works disconnect from recognizable imagery while still managing to feel familiar 
within one’s culture. A technique Odita employs is to make his paintings look like the scrambled 
reception on a television set, exploring the idea that the TV transmits the information we 
consume on a minute-by-minute basis affecting the ways we think, act, see, and feel within our 
environment. He does this all while still speaking to African culture by trying to re-channel the 
negative thinking around Africa, speaking from the center of its present-ness, and expanding 
upon what he knows and understands about the history of Africa.  
 Examples of Odita’s works include Fissure (1), Heat (2), and Phantom’s Shadow (3).  
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